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ID GENERATION



Just use JdbcAggregateTemplate1

1https://spring.io/blog/2021/09/09/spring-data-jdbc-how-to-use-custom-id-generation



121https://codetinkering.com/spring-jdbc-beforesavecallback-example/

Adding the callback should save the day1 



Demo by Technical Lead1 

1https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SJlKBkZ2yAU&t=870s
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How do we know the aggregate is new?1 

1https://github.com/spring-projects/spring-data-relational/blob/main/spring-data-relational/src/main/java/org/springframew
ork/data/relational/core/conversion/IdValueSource.java#L49 



Documentation is (almost) fine!1

1https://spring.io/blog/2021/09/09/spring-data-jdbc-how-to-use-custom-id-generation



Key takeaways 

1. Use BeforeConvertCallback - it is going to work

2. Now, BeforeSaveCallback is not working and we will probably 
leave it as is

3. There is no easy, out of the box way to generate IDs (However, 
there is a ticket for that) 

#116
9

https://github.com/spring-projects/spring-data-relational/issues/1169


Custom Conversions



1https://docs.spring.io/spring-data/relational/reference/commons/custom-conversions.html

Custom Conversions are great1



Key takeaways

1. Currently, there is no way to specify on what fields 
converter should apply and on what fields should not

2. This issue is known to developers, but currently nobody 
is working on it

#1602

https://github.com/spring-projects/spring-data-relational/issues/1602


Auditing Annotations



We support common’s audit annotations!

1https://docs.spring.io/spring-data/jdbc/docs/3.1.9/reference/html/#auditing.annotations



Key takeaways

1. Features, described in Spring-Data-Common documentation, 
are not always implemented in the exactly described way in 
child modules

2. Auditing annotations work only on root properties

3. This is by design, and we are not going to fix it



Named Parameters Resolution



Using INTERVAL type in @Query



1https://github.com/spring-projects/spring-framework/blob/main/spring-r2dbc/src/main/java/org/springframework/r2dbc/core/NamedParameterUtils.java

Named parameters resolution1



Key takeaways

1. SQL named parameters sometimes are not interpreted due to 
escape sequences

2. Spring Data Relational cannot do much, since we just rely 
on NamedParameterJdbcTemplate



Custom Row Mapping



Custom mapping of ResultSet1

1https://docs.spring.io/spring-data/jdbc/docs/3.1.9/reference/html/#jdbc.query-methods.at-query.custom-rowmapper



Key takeaways

1. QueryMappingConfiguration for now works only for 
string-based queries.

2. To solve for now, use rowMapperRef/rowMapperClass 
annotation attributes

3. There is a ticket to make QueryMappingConfiguration work 
for all queries

#1006

https://github.com/spring-projects/spring-data-relational/issues/1006


JSR310 Timestamps



Key takeaways

1. Timestamps conversion are kind of broken now

2. Some JSR310 (New Java Time API) classes also behave 
weirdly

3. There is a ticket and PR already for this

#1136

https://github.com/spring-projects/spring-data-relational/issues/1136


What we are about to introduce

● Add support for ValueExpression #1738

● DTO projections causes the converter to be called twice 
#1725

● Reuse TypeInformation during PersistentPropertyPath and 
PersistentEntity lookups #1679

● Consider JTS Geometry types as simple types #1711

● io.r2dbc.spi.Parameter not considered a simple type #1696

https://github.com/spring-projects/spring-data-relational/issues/1738
https://github.com/spring-projects/spring-data-relational/issues/1725
https://github.com/spring-projects/spring-data-relational/issues/1679
https://github.com/spring-projects/spring-data-relational/issues/1711
https://github.com/spring-projects/spring-data-relational/issues/1696


What we introduced lately

● Schema generation #756

● Load aggregates that have a single one-to-m relationship 
with a single select #1446

● Allow using JDBC and R2DBC repositories in a single 
application #1143

https://github.com/spring-projects/spring-data-relational/issues/756
https://github.com/spring-projects/spring-data-relational/issues/1446
https://github.com/spring-projects/spring-data-relational/pull/1143


Conclusions

1. Spring Data Relational in general is working, but it has 
some unspoken problems.

2. Some of these problems are known to developers of the 
framework but unknown to the public.

3. We are actively trying to make Spring Data Relational 
better. For now, it is much, much better than it was 5 
years ago.



What we haven’t discussed yet

1. Why development of Spring Data Relational is so slow?

2. What is the priority of tickets selection for Spring Data 
Relational (probably for other modules as well)?

3. Why some submitted tickets get declined?

4. What can you try to do to ensure that your ticket get 
accepted?

5. What we need help on right now?


